Course Description
When speaking of great contemporary patrons of the arts, we often hear someone called “a modern Medici.” What exactly does this phrase mean and how did the family name of the principal banking house of Renaissance Florence become synonymous with the sponsorship of cultural endeavors? This course attempts to answer these questions and others by examining the development of Medici patronage from the emergence of the family as a political force at the dawn of the Renaissance to the establishment of the grand ducal dynasty that reigned for almost two centuries in Florence. The commissions of Cosimo the Elder, Piero the Gouty, Lorenzo the Magnificent, the two Medici Popes (Leo X and Clement VII) and the first three Medici Grand Dukes (Cosimo I, Francesco I and Ferdinando I) are given particular emphasis. Issues such as familial pietas, the power and influence of Medici women and the varying political climate in Florence and Rome are also considered as fundamental to the development of characteristically Medicean patterns of patronage.

The role of the patron in determining the ultimate appearance of works of art and architecture is given primary consideration here. The Medici are therefore considered as a test case for understanding the importance of patronage for the history of Renaissance art. This may be best examined through the Medici’s continued patronage of certain artists over extended periods of time. The works of artists such as Brunelleschi, Michelozzo, Donatello, Fra Angelico, Michelangelo, Bandinelli, Vasari and Buontalenti, all of whom produced significant numbers of works under the aegis of the Medici, are therefore the main focus of the lectures, class discussions and site visits. Comparison of Medici modes of patronage with local would-be rivals or imitators and with great foreign patrons will help to provide a measure of what is both characteristic of all Renaissance patrons and what is unique to the Medici themselves.

Requirements
This course is not a survey of the arts of Florence during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It is, therefore, presumed that you have some familiarity with the works of the principal artists of those periods and the best known themes from classical mythology and the Bible that were the primary subjects of their art (e.g., you should know who Botticelli, Venus and Judith are). Knowledge of the basic techniques of painting, sculpture and architecture and the ability to read architectural plans and elevations are also helpful but not required.

There is an overnight field trip for this course:

Friday-Saturday, 26-27 March: Rome

Students are also warmly encouraged to visit other Tuscan locales to study the works of Medici patronage scattered throughout the region. Please feel free to consult the instructor for suggestions.

Class meetings take place principally on site; three lectures and the midterm, the final review and the final exam will take place in our assigned classroom. Please be certain that you know where we are meeting and how to get there well in advance of our meeting time since class begins promptly at 9:00 a.m. Site visits are closely timed and entrance times are frequently reserved in advance; therefore, no exceptions will be made for late arrivals. Attendance is required in class, at all site visits and on the field trips. Absences will affect your final grade for the course. Two unexcused late arrivals at class will be considered the equivalent to one unexcused absence, with the same consequences for your final grade. Readings are assigned weekly and must be read in advance of the lecture for which they are assigned. Your attendance and preparation are fundamental to your ability to ask question and participate in class discussion. Site visits and field trips are intended primarily as opportunities to examine works of art in person and for class discussion. Class participation is worth 15% of your final grade.
Grades will be based on:

- Attendance and Class Participation 15%
- Midterm 20%
- Final Exam 30%
- Term Paper 35%

The main graded assignments for this class are a midterm, a final exam and a term paper. The midterm and the final exam are comprised of image identifications (10 works shown for 2 minutes each, 3 points per ID) and an essay question (40 minutes, 70 points). The images for identification and comparison will be chosen from among those shown during lecture, seen in your readings or works seen on site: all images seen in the exams will have appeared in at least one of these places. It is recommended that you keep a folder on ArtStor of images of the works listed on your weekly handouts in order to facilitate studying for the image identification portion of the exams. For each image, you will be required to identify the artist (if known), the name of the work, its material or materials, its present or original location, its date (within five years on either side of the actual date), and the member or members of the Medici family who commissioned it. For the essay portion of the exam, you will have a choice of three topics. These are generally broadly construed to allow you to address the larger themes discussed in class and particularly to demonstrate your knowledge of the reading.

You are expected to cite relevant assigned reading in your response to the topic that you choose; an exam essay question that does not cite any of the assigned reading will not receive full credit. In this context, it is sufficient to cite the name of the author to whom you are referring. The final has the same format and is comprehensive, although greater weight is given to material covered in the second half of the course. Both the midterm and the final are carefully timed: if you have a recognized learning disability for which you are entitled to extra time, please see Lisa Cesarani or Jennifer Dronsfield in the Academic Support office immediately to insure that we can make proper arrangements for testing.

Term Papers: The term paper should be a well-organized essay in defense of a thesis statement, approximately 6-10, double-spaced, typewritten pages in length. The term paper is a research paper. It must be completed independently and must include references to all sources used, whether assigned readings from this syllabus or sources identified by you on your own or suggested by me. Failure to properly cite your sources constitutes plagiarism (see below); if you are uncertain as to how to properly cite sources, please do not hesitate to see me during office hours or to contact me via email.

Your term paper must be on some aspect of one of the following topics:

1. Politics and Patronage: discuss Medici policy and its manifestations in works of art or architecture commissioned by members of the family (e.g., Cosimo I: autocratic rule and the rise of the state portrait; or Cosimo I and Ferdinando I: religious tolerance and the revival of Pisa and Livorno)
2. Female patronage: discuss works commissioned by Medici women and/or consorts of Medici men (e.g., Lucrezia Tornabuoni, Eleonora di Toledo or Maria de’ Medici)
3. Papal patronage: discuss works commissioned by Leo X, Clement VII and/or any of the Medici Cardinals
4. Poetry and Patronage: discuss Medici poets and/or literary patrons and the rapport between their texts and the subjects of works of visual arts commissioned by members of the family (e.g., Lucrezia Tornabuoni and Filippo Lippi; Lorenzo the Magnificent, Poliziano and Botticelli; Bronzino, Medici painter and poet)

You must choose your term paper topic by the week before the midterm. For the class prior to the midterm you are required to submit a term paper proposal, including your proposed title and/or thesis statement and an annotated bibliography. For the annotated bibliography, you are required to locate at least three sources relevant to your proposed term paper topic other than the assigned readings on this syllabus (although assigned readings may, of course, be used for the final paper). Your sources may be found among the sources listed on this syllabus, in the Course Reader on our Blackboard site, or any other relevant source available in the Ulivi Library, the British Institute library, Dutch Institute library, the library of the Center for Renaissance Studies at Palazzo Strozzi, JSTOR or other database of scholarly articles (i.e., see “articles via databases” on the NYU Libraries site – link in External Links on our Blackboard site). For each source, you are to write a complete bibliographic citation. Under each citation you must write a single paragraph describing the content of the
source and why it is relevant to your research topic.

Each student must schedule a meeting with me as soon as possible following submission of the term paper proposal to discuss his or her topic and sources.

Plagiarism: All work executed for this class, including term paper proposals, exams and term papers, must be completed independently. **Plagiarism will not be tolerated in any form and will result unconditionally in a failing grade for the course.** To “plagiarize” is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as:

> Take and use as one’s own (the thoughts, writings, inventions, etc., of another person); copy (literary works, ideas, etc.) improperly or without acknowledgment; pass off the thoughts, work, etc., of (another person) as one’s own. [Lesley Brown, ed., *The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary*, 2 vols. (Oxford: 1993), 2:2231]

You must cite all sources for your work, not just books and articles but also internet and non-traditional media sources. This is especially important in your term paper, which, as a research paper, is meant to be a demonstration of your ability to locate, assemble, analyze and employ sources. Your proper citation of these sources is fundamental for the proper completion of the paper. If you have any doubts or questions about what constitutes plagiarism, please do not hesitate to ask me in class, in office hours or via e-mail.

Submitting your work: Hard copy submission of your assignments is welcome, although you may submit assignments electronically (e.g., as attachments in Word to e-mail; for all other formats, please see me to confirm their acceptability before submission). If you submit assignments electronically, you must do so **BEFORE 9:00 p.m. OF THE DAY PRIOR TO THE DUE DATE INDICATED ON THE SYLLABUS.** Electronic submissions received after 9:00 p.m. will be considered late. **Late submission of either electronic or hard copy assignments will result in a lower grade or evaluation for them.**

Blackboard: There is a Blackboard site for this course. In order to access Blackboard, you must have an NYU net ID. All non-NYU students are automatically assigned an NYU net ID when they enroll in the program. In order to activate your net ID, please log on to home.nyu.edu (note: there is no “www” in this site address) and follow the instructions to create a password. Once you have a valid net ID and password, you can enter the course’s Blackboard site by logging onto home.nyu.edu; then, from your NYUHome homepage, click on the tab marked “academics” to locate the appropriate hyperlink under “Classes.” Updates and announcements will be posted regularly on the Blackboard site so please check it regularly. You will also find links to some of our assigned readings, to websites and many other useful resources on the Blackboard site. If you are having any difficulty activating your net ID or using Blackboard for this course, please let me know in person or via e-mail. Our Blackboard site is a work in progress; recommendations and requests for it are much appreciated.

Office hours: Office hours will be held on Tuesdays, 3:00-5:00 p.m., or by appointment. Appointments may be requested in person, via e-mail or by phone; be sure to indicate a telephone number and/or e-mail address where you can be reached.

You will receive an e-mail after the first class meeting, requesting the following information:

1. Name (if applicable, specify any preferred name or nickname)
2. Telephone number
3. Home institution
4. Year/class
5. Degree program, concentration or other appropriate designation for your field
6. Foreign languages (indicating spoken fluency or reading knowledge)
7. Previous courses in history and art history (use descriptive titles, not course numbers)

If you do not receive an e-mail from me by the second class meeting, please let me know this by sending an e-mail to: edelstein@nyu.edu.
Texts
Some assigned readings are to be found in the following texts, available for purchase for this course at the Paperback Exchange, via delle Oche 4/r:


Other assigned readings are to be found online, through links available on our Blackboard site; you will also find links to useful reference works through our Blackboard site under “External Links.”

The following sources are available in the Villa Ulivi library and are recommended as sources for term paper research. Some of these texts also contain some of the assigned readings for the course:

Monographs on the Medici:

Primary Sources:

General Sources:

Readings and Amici Cards
Readings are assigned on the syllabus under the week for which they are due; that is, they must be done in advance of the lecture for which they are assigned.
All students at NYU in Florence receive Amici cards. These cards are invaluable resources both in the classroom and outside. You are required to bring your Amici cards with you to all site visits, regardless of whether or not the sites are among those for which the cards provide free access.
You are also required to go on your own to the Uffizi, the Bargello and the Galleria Palatina [Pitti Palace] to see any works which appear in your readings that are in those collections; this is to be done in advance of the lecture for which that reading is assigned.

Schedule of Lectures
26 Jan.: The Rise of the Medici: the origins of the Medici Bank and early Medici involvement in Florentine Politics
Location: classroom

**Special event:** evening lecture by Prof. Mauro Mussolin on Michelangelo’s Architecture at Villa La Pietra
Location: Salone, Villa La Pietra, 6:00 p.m.
Attendance at this lecture is required; please confirm your presence by email to me: edelstein@nyu.edu

2 Feb.: **Site Visit:** Giovanni di Bicci, patriarch and patron: the Basilica of San Lorenzo and the Old Sacristy
Location: Basilica di San Lorenzo, Piazza San Lorenzo (meet on church steps)
Reading: Cesati: “Preface” and “Florence before the Medici,” pp. 5-17.
Parks: Chapters 1-2, pp. 1-59.

9 Feb.: **Site Visit:** Florence Caput Mundi: the Council of Florence and the Observant Dominican Friary of San Marco; Cosimo *Pater Patriae* as a Patron of the Avant Garde
Location: Museo di San Marco, Piazza San Marco (meet at museum entrance)
Reading: Parks, Chapters 3-4, pp. 61-152.

16 Feb.: **Site Visit:** Hospitality for Princes: Cosimo the Elder, Piero the Gouty and the Medici Palace
Location: Palazzo Medici, via Cavour (meet at SE corner of the palace, corner of via Cavour and via dei Gori)
Fraser Jenkins, “Cosimo de' Medici's Patronage of Architecture and the Theory of Magnificence,” online article (Blackboard Course Reader, “Cosimo the Elder” folder).

23 Feb.: **Site Visit:** Paintings for the Early Medici and their Rivals: the Uffizi
Location: Galleria degli Uffizi, Piazzale degli Uffizi (meet on group reservation line at Door 2)
Reading: Parks: Chapters 5-6, pp. 153-247.
Gilbert, “What Did the Renaissance Patron Buy?,” online article (Blackboard Course Reader, “15th Century Medici Patronage” folder).

2 March: **Site Visit:** Sculpture for the Early Medici and their Rivals: the Bargello
Location: Museo Nazionale del Bargello, via del Proconsolo (meet at entrance)
Paoletti, “Familiar Objects: Sculptural Types in the Collections of the Early Medici,” in Blake McHam, pp. 79-110 (Ulivi Library).

Due: Term Paper Proposal

9 March: Midterm Examination
Location: classroom

16 March: No class (Spring Break)

23 March: The Medici in Exile and the Election of Pope Leo X: “Enjoying the Papacy”
Location: classroom
Shearman, “The Florentine Entrata of Leo X, 1515,” online article (Blackboard Course Reader, “Leo X” folder).

26-27 March: **Field trip (overnight): The Rome of the Medici Popes**
Location: Departure from Santa Maria Novella train station
Reading: Goldberg, “Leo X, Clement VII and the Immortality of the Soul,” online article (Blackboard Course Reader, “Leo X” folder).
Perry, “Candor Illaesvs: The 'Impresa' of Clement VII and Other Medici Devices in the Vatican Stanze,” online article (Blackboard Course Reader, “Clement VII” folder).
White and Shearman, “Raphael's Tapestries and Their Cartoons,” online article (Blackboard Course Reader, “Leo X” folder).

30 March: **Site Visit:** The Medici and Michelangelo at San Lorenzo: the Façade, the New Sacristy and the Laurentian Library
Location: Cappelle Medicee, piazza della Madonna degli Aldobrandini (behind S. Lorenzo)
Reading: Wilde, “Michelangelo's Designs for the Medici Tombs,” online article (Blackboard Course Reader, “Michelangelo Sources: Michelangelo – Architecture” folder).
Trexl, “True Light Shining: vs. Obscurantism in the Study of Michelangelo's New Sacristy,” online article (Blackboard Course Reader, “Michelangelo Sources: Michelangelo – Architecture” folder).

6 Apr.: **Site Visit:** The Creation of the Modern Autocratic State: Cosimo I de’ Medici, his Consort and their Heirs in the Palazzo Vecchio
Location: Palazzo Vecchio, Piazza della Signoria (meet in front of side entrance, behind Neptune Fountain)
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Van Veen, “Republicanism in the Visual Propaganda of Cosimo I de’ Medici,” online article (Blackboard Course Reader, “Vasari Sources” folder).

Edelstein, “Camera Verde,” online article (Blackboard Course Reader, “Bronzino, Salviati and Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio Sources” folder).

13 Apr.:

Site Visit: The Last Florentine Republic and Foundation of the Duchy: the changing meaning of sculpture in Piazza della Signoria

Location: Piazza della Signoria (meet near copy of Michelangelo’s David)


Bush, “Bandinelli’s ‘Hercules and Cacus’ and Florentine Traditions,” online article (Blackboard Course Reader, “Leo X” folder).

Cole, “Cellini’s Blood,” online article (Blackboard Course Reader, “Cellini Sources” folder).

20 Apr.:

Site Visit: Mothers, Consorts and Daughters: Medici Women as Patrons of Art and Architecture (Eleonora di Toledo and the Boboli Gardens)

Location: Giardino di Boboli, Palazzo Pitti, Piazza Pitti (meet at ticket office)


Due: Submit Term Papers

27 Apr.:

Final Review

Location: classroom


4 May:

Final Exam (term papers returned)

Location: classroom